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T

he conference started with topics on the accumulation of
microplastics in marine environments followed by the developments in detergents technologies as the use of beads in the
main wash cycle to save water, the Power Wash 2.0 technology
for saving electricity when the washing machine is only partially
loaded and the antimicrobial resistance in laundering. Assessment of cleaning efficiency of washing machines and the causes
of laundry greying and the maintaining of whiteness of the textiles were described. Measures to avoid unpleasant odor in dishwashers and in washing machines concern the hygienic status
being improved, amongst other things, by higher temperatures
of ≥ 50 and 60 °C, respectively. For the development of a phosphate free dishwasher detergent the assessment of the cleaning
and rinsing performance required a complete reformulation and
individual tests to ensure that the awaited performance of each
ingredient was achieved for a 100% product performance. Excellent drying of plastics is the biggest challenge in ware wash.
The drying depends on the spreadability of the water droplets
leading to a larger evenly spread water surface and the following removal from the plastic surface by water sheeting. By combining excellent defoaming surfactants and excellent wetting
surfactants significant better drying performance on plastics are
obtained.

Planetary Protection and Microplastics
K. Beblo-Vranesevic, “Microbial bioburden detection in
frame of planetary protection”, Deutsches Zentrum für Luftund Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Luft- und Raumfahrtmedizin, Cologne, Germany.
Planetary protection is the term of protecting solar system
bodies (i.e. planets, moons, comets, and asteroids) from contamination by terrestrial life, and retroactive protecting Earth
from possible forms of life that may be returned from other
solar system bodies. Based on the Outer Space Treaty, the
Committee On Space Research (COSPAR) has established a
planetary protection policy and guidelines that also the ExoMars Mission adheres to.
The implementation of planetary protection requirements
for ExoMars comprise restrictions on impact probabilities for
flight hardware not intended to directly contact Mars, and biological and organic contamination control for all spacecraft
elements. Specifically parts of the spacecraft that come into
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contact with the samples from Mars have to be sterile and
clean to avoid compromising the life-detection experiments.
The quantification of bioburden, i.e. the microbial contamination on spacecraft and in spacecraft assembly facilities, is
based on a classical cultivation method by heat shock. This
method gives only an indication of the real bioburden, because only those microorganisms can be counted that are able
to grow under the selected conditions that are heat-tolerant,
viable, cultivable, aerobic as well as anaerobic, and heterotrophic spores or vegetative bacteria.
It is not possible to detect non-heat tolerant, non-viable,
non-cultivable, vegetative cells or those that grow under
various different conditions (e.g. temperature, pH, different
nutrients, with and without oxygen) and no species identification is made by this assay. The majority of the naturally
occurring microbial population, which is up to 99 in many
habitats, cannot be cultivated and is therefore not detected
by the above mentioned or comparable methods.
The biodiversity, i.e. the number of microbial species in a
specified habitat, here on spacecraft and in spacecraft assembly facilities, and also their relative abundance, is measured
by cultivation methods using a variety of different media and
culture conditions and, in addition, by non-culture-based
methods for the molecular analysis of non-cultivable microorganisms.
With a cultivation-independent method vegetatives, alkaliphiles, anaerobes and oligotrophs species as well as fungi can
be detected by DNA analysis through cloning over 165 rRNAand quantitative PCR diversity technology.
F. Frey, “Microplastics created in washing processes – One of
the biggest environmental problems or just a Green spleen?”,
FTT Frey Technology Trade GmbH, Tübach, Switzerland.
Contamination of the environment by plastic waste is a growing, worldwide problem. Apart from more visible, larger pieces of plastic, habitats are being polluted by plastic fragments
known as microplastics. The accumulation of microplastics in
marine environments has raised health and safety concerns.
The household washing processes are blamed to a great deal
for this microplastics.
The European commission already 5 years ago claimed microplastics from washing machine wastewater are polluting beaches. Tiny plastic particles from laundry wastewater
are being washed into the marine environment, by this the
plastic, from synthetic clothes cleaned in domestic washing
machines, is a significant source of contamination. Therefore
1
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designers of clothing and washing machines should consider
the need to reduce the release of fibers into wastewater.
Right now a lot of basic research is done to show influence
of micro and nano-particles to the environment, find out who
is to blame really (and for what) and what could be done
in a very general way. Among many national and regional
projects, several European institutes have with cofounding of
the EU (life+ 2013) started a project on this subject called
“MERMAIDS”. The EU co-finances the project with 1.35 million EUR.
It is known that every wash of textiles with synthetic fibers or
blended fabrics (like cotton/polyester) discharges non-biodegradable plastic fibers. Over the lifecycle of the fiber the loss
amounts from 0.74% to 5% on synthetic textiles in form of
microplastics. A central value can be set to 2%. These values
correspond per wash from 300 to 1500 mg loss in form of
microplastics per kg of synthetic textiles. A central value can
be set to 900 mg/kg. Insofar synthetic fibres contribute by the
washing process to a large extent for the general problem
of microplastics in the marine environment but we do not
know how big our share really is. “It seems that we have
not opened our eyes wide enough to be really aware of the
situation and its possible consequences or do we hope it will
go away?”

Washing and Cleaning Technologies
T. Kimmel, “New washing technologies? Recent developments in washing technology”, University of Applied Sciences
Niederrhein, Krefeld, Germany.
The last major change of washing technologies in the household sector took place in the 50s of the last century, when
the process of washing and spinning was made automatic. In
the meantime, many new ideas were tested, but the washing process is still as it was. Only slowly the horizontal axis
machines gain market shares over the vertical axis washing
machines, but the principle is the same: Water, detergent and
laundry are mixed mechanically for about one hour to get a
sufficient cleaning result.
Recent developments are concerning primary the washing
procedure by controlling time and temperature in short cycles
or in low temperature cycles programs as well as changes of
mechanics by circulation pumps, air bubbles or ultrasonic in
the wash liquor. Added value claims can be achieved by using
washing machines with additional functions. In a discontinued separate cycle without detergent by electrolysis, silver or
ozone a sanitizing effect can be achieved.
In the washing process water is needed for the opening of fibres by swelling, for mechanical action, for the transportation
of dye and of heat energy. Special polymer beads are able for
removal excess of dye by absorption in the dyeing process.
For this an equal ratio between polymer beads and textiles
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are used (e.g. 5 kg beads and 5 kg water) resulting in a water
saving process (WO 2006/040539). Stains are similar to dyes,
so that beads can remove soil from textiles, can also replace
greater quantities of water in the washing process and saving heat capacity (30% less compared to the standard washing process). The washing procedure with beads requires a
special construction of the washing machine for storing the
beads in the sump, recirculating them through the washing
load and filtration them out of the washing liquor. Processing
of beads will due to the special handling not be applied in the
near future in households.
I. Rüdenauer, C.-O. Gensch, Ökoinstitut Freiburg e.V.,
Freiburg, Germany, and F. Schäfer, Miele & Cie. KG, Gütersloh, Germany “New wash technology – costs at home significantly lower than on the test bed”.
For several years there is a trend towards an increasing loading capacity in washing machines while at the same time
there is a steady decline in the average size of households.
Against this background, it is increasingly difficult to use the
appliance at full load, although this remains an effective way
of reducing electricity and water consumption in washing
laundry.
The Power Wash 2.0 technology developed by Miele enables
a very good adaptation of the energy consumption values
to be achieved at reduced load. As the advantages of this
technology are not adequately represented on the energy
efficiency labelling a study was conducted to quantify the
energy saving potential of this technology under real life usage conditions as compared to three alternative very efficient
appliances from competitors with traditional technology. Also
the water consumption, washing efficiency and program duration have been compared.
The PowerWash 2.0 technology aims at reducing the electricity consumption when the washing machine is only partially
loaded. It is based on three main characteristics that lead to a
substantial reduction of the electricity consumption under the
following circumstances:
• very exact estimation of the real load,
• very low remaining moisture content of the laundry through
wetting with the spin-and-spray process
• heating up by steam.
Because the advantages of this technology are not adequately represented on the energy efficiency labelling a study was
conducted to quantify the energy saving potential of this
technology under real life usage as well as the water consumption, washing efficiency and program duration have
been determined.
As the Miele-appliance with PowerWash 2.0 is a very efficient
premium model with a rated capacity of 8 kg (front loader),
three alternative appliances were selected in accordance with
2
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The savings (electricity and
GWP) compared to the alterWashing machine
Energy efficiency class
native appliances are in the
Miele WKF 131 WPS (“Miele”)
A+++ -30%
137 kWh
range of 14 to 27% which
equals a saving in the electricAlternative 1
A+++ -50%
89 kWh
ity consumption of 12 to 28
Alternative 2
A+++ -50%
97 kWh
kWh per year (for a 2-person
Alternative 3
A+++ -40%
116 kWh
household) corresponding to a
saving of 0.4 to 0.9% of the
Tab. 1 Applied washing machines (Source: Data from the websites and product fiches of the selected
overall consumption of 3000
washing machines)
kWh of a 2-person household per year. For a 4-person
household the situation is quite similar. The savings of electricity
these specifications, i.e. very efficient 8 kg front loaders of
amounts from 21 to 49 kWh per year corresponding to savings
competitors. Tab.1 shows the specifications of the washing
of 0.5 to 1.2% of the overall consumption of 4200 kWh per year.
machines that have been selected for the study.
It can be concluded that under the assumptions of this study
Under assumed real life usage conditions the Miele washing
the PowerWash 2.0 technology leads to savings in electricmachine with PowerWash 2.0 had the lowest annual energy
ity consumption and the connected global warming potenconsumption of the compared appliances contrasting the ential without compromising this achievement through higher
ergy labelling declaration. At the same time the PowerWash
water consumption, lower warming performance or longer
2.0 technology does not lead to higher water consumption,
program duration.
lower washing efficiency or longer program duration.
From the results shown in Tab. 2 it can be seen that appliances with the PowerWash 2.0 technology lead to savings
in the electricity consumption and in the connected global
Antimicrobial Resistance in Laundry Processes
warming potential without negative side effects on water
consumption, washing efficiency and program duration.
D. Bockmühl, Hochschule Rhein-Waal, Kleve, Germany, “AnThese technology shows the lowest electricity consumption
timicrobial resistance and laundering – a new challenge?”
under the assumed real-life usage conditions. This contrasts
The prevalence of antibiotic resistance is continuously increasthe annual energy consumption values declared on the ening worldwide due to the overuse or misuse of antimicrobial
ergy label.
agents. In this context, β-lactamases are special concern, because β-lactam antibiotics
are the most common used
antimicrobial agents. The ocMiele WKF AlternaAlternaAlternacurrence of β-lactamases has
Label declarations
131 WPS
tive 1
tive 2
tive 3
been reported all over the
A+++
A+++
A+++
A+++
world with a steady growth
Energy efficiency class
-30%
-50%
-50%
-40%
of variety. Thus, it must be asAnnual electricity
sumed that microorganisms
kWh p.a.
137
89
97
116
consumption
with resistance genes, espeResults of the study at hand
cially β-lactamases, could also
Annual electricity
be introduced by water-supkWh p.a.
76
104
88
96
consumption
ply systems, dirty laundry
and dishes in the domestic
kg CO2-eq
Annual GWP
48
67
56
61
p.a.
setting, e.g. in washing machines and dishwashers.
liter per
Water consumption*
50
74
60
59
cycle
Samples from the rubber
door seal of 29 domestic
Washing efficiency*
per cycle
1066
1057
1033
1038
washing machines and 24
min per
Program duration*
142
170
148
157
domestic dishwashers from
cycle
Germany, where improved
*weighted average
conditions due to biofilm
Tab. 2 Label declarations, annual consumption and average performance values of the applied
formation are prevailing,
washing machines
have been screened for anAnnual energy consumption
according to energy label
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tibiotic-resistant bacteria, focusing on β-lactamases. For the
detection real-time quantitative PCR was used.
The obtained results revealed a prevalence of ß-lactamases in
79% of the washing machines and in 96% of the dishwashers with mainly ampC- and OXA-β-lactamases. Same resistance genes were identified in one household/house. No VRE
or MRSA were detected. In all samples gram-negative bacteria were identified, of which 66% were Pseudomonas spp.
(e.g. P. aeruginosa) which have the ability to form biofilms.
The impact of laundering processes on antibiotic resistant
bacteria was determined on artificially contaminated cotton
swatches with antibiotic resistant strains of laboratory and
outbreak and also with a non-resistant strain by the following laundering conditions: 15 to 45 minutes wash cycle time,
20 to 50 °C temperature, detergent formulation with/without
activated oxygen bleach (AOB) and an organic load of defibrinated sheep blood. The percentage of the count reduction
was measured by difference between initial and remaining
microbial count (LogRed./LogInit. = LR (%).
The test organisms used were gram-negative bacteria of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (multiresistant outbreak strain; non-resistant and multiresistant laboratory strain) and of Klebsiella
pneumoniae (outbreak strain ESBL; laboratory strain non-resistant ESBL) as well as gram-positive bacteria of Staphylococcus aureus (outbreak strain MRSA; non-resistant laboratory
strain MRSA).
Fig. 1 shows the reduction of the microbial count. It can be
seen that

• microbial reduction increases with increasing temperature
• activated oxygen bleach delivers hygiene at lower washing
temperatures
• resistant and non-resistant strains of P. aeruginosa and
K. pneumoniae are more sensitive than S. aureus strains
• lower reduction of both non-resistant gram-negative strains
(at 20 °C + bleach and 40 °C)
• MRSA are most resistant to the laundering process.
Hence, results could serve as a basis of the characterization
of antibiotic-resistant microorganisms in households and also
conclusions regarding the ways of transmission of the resistant
species could be drawn. Moreover, the behaviour of resistant
bacteria in laundry processes was investigated to reveal putative
differences between outbreak strains and lab organisms.
The experimental results suggest that antibiotic-resistance
gram-positive bacteria (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus) might
be more difficult to inactivate in the washing process than
non-resistant strains of the same species, whereas no significant differences between the tested resistant and non-resistant Klebsiella strains (as an example for gram-negative bacteria) could be observed.

Behavior of Textiles in Washing Machines

F. Frey, FTT Frey Technology Trade GmbH, Tübach, Switzerland, “GARGOYLES – a new method to measure the real life
behaviour of textiles in washing machines and
tumble dryer”.
Testmaterials must behave like real textiles and
close to reality of washing behavior. Denim is a
typical example for what a consumer sees what
to this textile happens during a wash. Denim
demonstrates the effects of washing, both positive (cleaning through rubbing/squeezing) and
negative (defects by abrasion and washout of
dyestuff) aspects. But Blue Jean denim is not the
right fabric for reliable testing, since this kind of
dyeing is neither very good repeatable by the
manufacturer (a fact which the fashion world
Fig. 1 Log Reduction of the microbial count on antibiotic resistant bacteria in
likes, since jeans look than so individual) nor is
laundering processes
it reproducible due to the nature of the indi-
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go dyestuff and the dyeing process. Also the dyestuff fades
stronger on folds and sums and is abraded stronger on the
top and less bottom.
With the GARGOYLE patches only after one wash the same
behavior is achieved compared to jeans which were washed
15 times. All CARGOYLE 307 patches have a white 100%
cotton twill fabric on top - normally used for Jeans – printed
with a very thin layer of a dyestuff combination. It “copies“
the “ring dyeing“ of a blue jeans thread. The diameter is 5
cm, the test field 4 cm (Fig. 2).
The 307 CHIP is constructed like a sandwich, in the middle is
a gum, not permeable for washing liquor. This construction
helps to show the influence of mechanical action with the focus to the surface wash result, excluding mainly the influence
of the washing liquor through penetration and squeezing.
The 307 PEARL patch is nearly identical to the 307 CHIP but
in the middle of the sandwich is a gum and a “Pearl“ to imitate the zone of 3D effects – as folds or seams – in a jeans.
This allows a higher differentiation esp. for lower aspects of
mechanical action.
The 307 PILLOW is also constructed like a sandwich but in
the middle is a foamy material, like a sponge. During a wash
this enhances the penetration of washing liquor through the
patch (compressing/decompressing) and allows to see better
the influence of the washing detergent.

The CARGOYLE concept shows
• the general behavior of textiles in a washing machine with
respect to general cleaning (mechanical action and detergent)
• the influence of mechanical action in washing machines to
textiles caused by abrasion/friction
• the influence of mechanical action in washing machines to
textiles caused by squeezing/desqueezing
• the influence of mechanical action in tumble dryers textiles
caused by abrasion/friction.

All GARGOYLE patches
• can analyze the general cleaning and the general washing
behavior regarding mechanical action (gentleness of action)
including or excluding the influence of the detergent
• are sensitive to rubbing, abrasion and to the level of agitation
• are sensitive to the amount and influence of detergent, little
sensitive to the temperature and practically not affected by
enzymes and bleaching agents
• work on all washing machine platforms (horizontal and vertical axis
• a re usable at all washing temperatures
• can analyze in a tumble dryer the influence of mechanical
action to textiles.
The GARGOYLE patches can be attached (with e.g. a staple)
to a load part (recommended for washing) or can also be put
freely in a wash. For tumble drying the Gargoyle patches can
be put freely in a tumble dryer load or can be also attached
(with e.g. a staple) to a load part.

Performance Tests on Cleaning and
Washing Efficiency

Fig. 2 CARGOYLE patches show the same washing behavior of
jeans washed 15 times, the CARGOYLES only once
(©Frey Technology Trade GmbH)
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R. Stamminger, E. Lambert, Universität Bonn, and
T. Hilgers, wfk, Krefeld, “Proposal for a new evaluation
method of cleaning performance for washing machines”.
The evaluation of washing performance with soiled test fabrics is commonly carried out by measuring the reflectance
between the unwashed and the washed test specimen. The
inevitable uncertainty of any test results may be reduced if
the results can be expressed as ratios compared to the performance of well-known or well-established reference systems
tested in parallel. This approach is defined in IEC 60456:2010
and followed globally for assessing the performance of washing machines.
The tristimulus Y-values from cleaned stains are covering only
a part of the possible range of values from 0 to 100% Y and
different stains cover different parts. Today the sum of the
5
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Fig. 3 A new scale considers the different between the starting
and end values for each stain individually and take account
of the washability of the reference washing machine (60 °C
cotton program: c = 100 %).

Y-values of all stains is used to assess washing performance
but different stains having very different Y-values and a different range of change due to washing.
Thus the current evaluation method for the calculation of the
overall wash performance test result cannot be adjusted to
adequately reflect the characteristics of different wash programs designed for different purposes or different machine
technologies and global regions.
A new scale considers the difference between the starting
and end values for each stain individually and take account
of the washability of the reference washing machine (60 °C
cotton program: c = 100 %). The Y-value difference between
the soiled stain and the values achieved for the same batch in
the reference program is set to 100 % cleaning effect (Fig. 3).
Formulas for calculating cleaning value c are compiled in
Fig. 4. Weighing factors allow adjustment to specific requirements of textile, soil, etc (Tab. 3).

H. Kraus, Samsung Electronics GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany,
“Stain vs. soil removal in performance tests of washing machines”.
Consumer complaints about bad smell when ironing washed
T-shirts, that are due to fat remaining on the washed items,
initiated some research about how to test and quantify the
amount of fat, that can be found on textiles before and after
washing. In a first step, a shirt wearing test was done. By soxhlet extraction and gravimetrical analysis the fat amount on
the shirts’ collars was determined before wearing, after wearing and after washing. In addition, several types of artificial
soil swatches containing various types of fat and various types
of dye fixed to the fats were prepared and washed. These
swatches were analyzed for their fat content as well as by
tristimulus Y reflectance measurements. Based on these tests
one type of swatch could be identified, that behaves in washing processes similar to body fats on worn shirts. It may be
used for assessment of the performance of washing machines
as related to the removal of this type of soil from laundry.

T. Hilgers, wfk, and Krefeld, und S. Zhang, China Standard
Certification Center, Beijing, China, “Washing machine efficiency testing in China: Project to improve the GB Standard
Soiling for increased reproducibility”.
Washing machine labelling and efficiency testing in China is
based on the test protocol laid out in the Chinese Standard
GB/T 4288–2008 ‘Household and similar electric washing machine’. The standard GB/T 4288 was first published in April of
1984 and since then refined with revisions in 1992,
2003 and 2008. Very similar to other regional or
international standards, this protocol uses a uniformly stained test fabric for assessing the soil removal as part of the performance test. The ‘Carbon
Stain’ is the GB Standard Soiling used for certification of washing machines according to Chinese
regulation. This test stain is technically described
with specifications for the fabric, the soil composition and several performance related requirements.
However, recent experience revealed deficiencies in
Fig. 4 Formulas to calculate cleaning value c
these specifications and led to the project to improve the GB Standard Soiling
for increased reproducibility.
Weighing factors (%)
Scenarios
While efficiency testing is getSebum Carbon Blood Cacao Redwine Tea Lipstick Sum
ting growing attention globIEC 60456
20
20
20
20
20
0
0
100
ally, also the testing efforts in
Mechanical
30
30
20
10
10
0
0
100
China increased substantially.
action sensitive
in the last years with indeTemperature
5
5
10
40
40
0
0
100
pendent labs as well as mansensitive
ufacturers. China Standard
Enhanced
temperature
0
10
10
20
0
30
30
100
Certification Center (CSC)
sensitive
collected data and test results
and found that on top of the
Tab. 3 Weighing factors to consider specific requirements (textile, soil, etc)
standard specifications a fur-
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ther reduction of batch to batch variation
as well as the variability within produced
batches of material would be desirable
for the usage of the standard protocol for
regulatory purposes, market surveillance
and comparative consumer testing. CSC
started a cooperation with German wfk
Testgewebe GmbH to explore options
for improvement while following existing
specifications as far as possible of feasible.

Component

ECE-2

Private
label liquid

Premium
powder

Average

Washing

+2.3

+2.7

+4.4

+3.1

Soil

-3.3

-3.3

-2.9

-3.2

Body soil

-0.7

-0.7

-0.6

-0.7

Dye

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

UV

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Total after 25 runs

-8.0

-9.0

-6.2

-7.7

Tab. 4 Effect of whiteness of T-shirts depending on whiteness parameters (in ΔR 460 nm,
SCE, UV cut off at 400 nm)

R. Olmedo, CONSUMERTEC, TumbacoQuito, Ecuador, “Whiteness perception in
wholly empirical terms”.
A fundamental problem facing innovation efforts in the laundry business is that world’s consumer perception of cleanliness and whiteness at real laundry scenarios are very variable, locally shaped, not well understood and it is absent on
most of the conventional technologies to evaluate washing
results. Relating to the aria of whiteness the rather complex
matrix of actual fluorescent fabrics, the very different and unstable source of illuminations and visual scenarios as well as
the high variability on individual percepts can be approached
with modern radiometric tools, optimized color appearance
and individual colorimetric models, and modern analytical
and graphical modeling strategies.
The results show sequential steps to secure actual representations of the energy capable to reach consumer’s eye retina,
coming from fluorescent fabrics; to represent achromatic non
opponent percepts and chromatic opponent percepts uniformly
spaced according to a large spectral data base acting as a proxy
of the visual white environment; and finally to reach a collection
of customized numerical models that represents visual circuitry
that volved on a wholly empirical basis, that cover plausible contributions of lightness and hues on final whiteness value.
C. van Leeuwen, R. Langedijk, Center for Testmaterials
BV, Vlaardingen, The Netherlands, “50 shades of greying –
A greying/whiteness retention of fabric research”.
Today there are few standardized test materials available to
perform greying tests, while wash and wear tests with consumers are very expensive and time consuming. For instance greying socks, soil ballast loads or other carbon black products are
used. Starting from the hypothesis that these materials are not
presenting realistically relevant results and also cannot be used
in a labscale test setup research was started for the ultimate
standardized test material to mimic realistic levels of greying. To
investigate how grey white garments actually get in consumer
environments many washes were performed with white T-shirts
in several different conditions. Including different varieties of
wash & wear tests with consumers greying results have been
obtained, which presented the reference level of greying.
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The average loading amounted to 2941 g and the average
washing time was 83.9 minutes. The wash temperatures varied between 60% at 40 °C, 25% at 40 °C, 12% at 30 °C and
3,5% at 90 °C. 72% of the detergent was liquid, 23% powder and 5% were not specified. Only 15% of consumer loads
white textiles.
Contributors to greying are mechanical damage, soil, body
soil, fugative dyes and UV-influence. Tab. 4 shows the effect
on whiteness of T-shirts by different parameters.

Consumer Behavior During Laundry Wash
N. Pochart, Procter & Gamble Europe S.A., Strombeek-Bever,
Belgium, “Evolution of the laundry consumer needs”.
Over the past 20 years, washing machines have become a
lot more energy efficient. With these improvements, ‘normal’
and ‘declared’ wash cycles have become longer, and capacity of the washing machines has significantly increased. P&G
conducted consumer studies in Europe, which have revealed
that 2 main use cases now co-exist in the same consumer
homes. The first use case is the traditional one, where consumers use the normal cycle, which lasts for 1 to 2 hours. In
the second use case, which occurs more and more frequently,
consumers select a quick cycle, which is half the time of the
normal cycle, and consumers fill their machine less.
While designing and assessing detergents and washing machines, the ‘quick’ cycle use case can no longer be ignored,
as it is now an integral part of the consumer experience and
expectations.
M. Fuchs, K. Ellmer, T. Schneider, Hochschule für Technik
und Wirtschaft, Berlin, and P. U. Thamsen, Technische Universität Berlin, “Identification of laundry clusters in German
households”.
Recent results on research of the compilation of individual
pieces in laundry loads in households in Germany do not currently exist. In existing studies the IEC standard load, individual pieces and assorting habitudes of household have been an7
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alyzed. A complete picture what kind of textiles are compiled
as laundry loads and whether similarities in forming laundry
loads exist in different households have analytically not been
realized.
Even for manufacturers of washing machines and of detergents as well as for the textile and clothing industry is the
knowledge of the usage pattern as a starting point for technical innovations and advancements of relevance. This will
give rise to the following questions: do exist the same laundry
loads in different households and can be the knowledge of
the IEC standard load transferred to laundry loads of households?
On the basis of online based consumer surveys subsequently
a cluster formation was made to form by cluster analysis
laundry clusters. According to the cluster principle of inner
inhomogeneity and extern heterogeneity 8 laundry clusters
could be determined. All the 8 laundry clusters can be clearly described as apparel, textile and washing process specific
and can be opposed to the standard load. For laboratory
analysis the washing program, wash temperature and material composition applied by the users as well as the surface
design and the bulk of textiles were considered in laundry
cluster.

J. Park, J. Seo, B. Lee, W. Jung, J.-S. Han, Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd, Suwon, Republic of Korea, “Keep your washer clean – proper ways and test methods”.
Hygienic status and performance of washers have become
increasingly important in laundry technology. Organic and
inorganic pollutants repeatedly and consistently get in and
drain out of washers with high internal humidity remaining.
In today’s society, there are immense demands for sustainable laundry and such demands are expected only to keep
growing. However, achieving both sustainable laundry and
high hygienic qualities simultaneously requires technically demanding work as well as an enhanced awareness of hygienic
measures and consumer’s actions.
For this in brochures and practical guidelines measures for
hygienic washing procedures and how to keep the washer in
hygienic status can be compiled.
Measures for hygienic laundry are:
•H
 igher temperatures over 10 min. at ≥ 60 °C
• Longer wash/rinsing time over 10 min. at ≥ 60 °C
• Less cross-contamination between washer and laundry
• Less residual detergents
• Use detergents with catalyst to clean easier and eco-friendly

• Citric acids, baking soda as additives
S. Zhang, H. Xie, China Standard Certification Center, Bei• Enzymes “eat” odor and inactivate microbes in washer and
jing, China, “An overview of the using habits of Chinese congarments
sumers regarding washing machines”.
CSC carried out from 2014 to 2016 an
online consumer survey in order to imItem
2014
2015
2016
prove the design and to become user
Type of washing machines in use
experiences of washing machines in
Top load
52.92% 54.19% 38.64%
China. The related consumer needs, beFront load
37.50% 40.34% 53.66%
haviour, habits and preferences concernDouble tub (semiautomatic top load)
9.56%
9.16%
7.70%
ing the daily usage of washing machines
Capacities of washing machines in use
were investigated, mainly through on5-6 kg capacity
44%
50%
line questionnaire. The following facts
6-7 kg capacity
28%
35%
have been examined: the kind of wash7-8 kg capacity
12%
8%
ing machines consumer prefer (types,
Stains pretreatment
capacities, location preference and etc),
Using collar detergent
21.07%
handling of the laundry (sorting, soakSoaking clothes before using washing
64.54%
ing, stain pre-treatment and etc), loadmachine
ing habits and program setting habits.
Using dish detergent for oil stain
14.39%
Loading
Tab. 5 shows the determined values for
neatly stacked
39%
51%
the years 2014, 2015 and 2016.
randomly
61%
49%
Cold wash covers more than 70% of
Cold water proportion
34.95% 31.86% 38.97%
all machines in China (roughly 50% VA
Use of washing machine a week
and 20% HA. The washing machines
< 2 times
5%
of type VA have no heating elements
3-4
times
54%
and jet only one water inlet. Liquid de5-7 times
38%
tergents are used more often. Except
≥ 8 times
3%
wash & environmental performance,
consumers also care ergonomic easy
access.

Tab. 5 Chinese consumers habits regarding washing machines
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Measures after laundry concern:
• L eave the washer open after laundry
(49.1% reduction of fungi growth/Samsung)
• Wash the washer tub regularly
• Use tub-clean algorithms
• If unused for long time rinse the washer before usage.
H. Ohnari, S. Yanase, K. Takenoshita, Samsung R&D Institute
Japan, Osaka, Japan, and H. Inui, J. Park, Digital Appliances, Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., Suwon, Republic of Korea,
“Odor analysis of used washing machine and dishwasher”.
Complaints to unpleasant odor generated in home appliances
are increasing due to the awareness of the users to the hygiene of the appliances being more common. To understand
how odor is generated the mechanisms of odor generation in
relations of bacteria and the odor under usage of warm water
below 55 °C was investigated.
The major source of the odor of a washing machine in a certain period of time is the remaining water around the drain
pump, where the metabolite of the gram-negative bacteria
Acinetobacter junii was detected. The relation of odor intensity and the number of bacteria determined suggests the possibility of 3-methyl butanal which is decomposed due to the
degradation by the bacteria.
The major source of the odor of a dish washer used in a certain period of time is the remaining water around the sump.
The cause of the odor is the spoilage of food, where Pseudomonas aeruginosa was detected.

Dishwashing

organisms. The tested microorganisms of these microbial
groups are compiled in Tab. 6.
The study was conducted using a Miele dishwasher G595,
IEC-Detergent (8g per cycle + 1g per setting), reference
rinsing aid, 12 standard settings, short program (34 min,
45 °C/55 °C), 100 g IEC-mixed ballast soil biomonitors with
test microorganisms in RAMS-soil (0.6% bovine serum albumin, 1% mucin, 3% maize starch).
The investigations showed the following results: Short program
with 45°C (55°C) with IEC-D can result in surviving microorganisms. Most resistant strains were the two gram-positive
representatives: Enterococcus faecium (highest resistance, remaining 105 CFU/biomonitors with IEC-D) followed by Staphylococcus aureus. The yeasts Candida albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were not sensitive towards active oxygen bleach.
Some RG2-strains could be replaced by RG1 strains (E. faecium,
P. fluorescens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae). RAMS worked well
in these test series.
In summary, the dishwashing process is efficient enough at ≥
50 °C but the impact of temperature, chemistry, time and mechanical action is of significance relevance. The applied procedure
are usable as testing method to assess process hygiene for domestic dishwashers. Strains of risk group 1 can be an alternative.
S. Schulze Struchtrup, M. Weide, R. Stamminger, Universität Bonn, Germany, “Methods for assessing the microbiological load reduction of automatic dishwashers”.
At the time, it is generally agreed that the dishwasher provides excellent cleaning results of contaminated food-contact
items and contributes thereby essentially in kitchen hygiene
that there is no evidence of insufficient hygiene in automatic
dishwashing. However, in consideration of future developments and technologies, especially decreasing temperatures,
decreasing water consumption and changes in chemistry,
there might be risks due to an inadequate germ reduction.
The Working Group 3 “Measurement of microbiological
properties” of the International Electrotechnical Committee,
SC 59A Electric Dishwashers, has therefore taken the task to
develop an international test method for assessing germ reduction properties of household dishwashers.

C. Amberg, D. Fäh, Swissatest Testmaterials AG, St. Gallen,
Switzerland, “Hygiene investigations of domestic dishwashers with biomonitors”.
Temperature and water consumption have decreased considerably in domestic dishwashers in the last years. At the time,
it is generally agreed that dishwashing programs are efficient
enough to remove microorganisms. But few examples show that
some bacteria might be able to survive
a dishwashing process, when lower
temperatures and shorter cycles are
Risk group 2
Risk group 1
Microbial group
applied. To investigate the impact of
(standard strain)
(“safe“ strain)
those trends on hygiene, a test methGram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus Staphylococcus arlettae
od to assess the hygiene performance
Heat-resistant
Enterococcus faecium SF68
of a dishwashing process is needed.
Enterococcus faecium
gram-positive bacteria
Cernelle (probiotic strain)
In a study the applicability of differGram-negative
bacteria
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
Pseudomonas fluorescens
ent microorganisms as test strains on
Yeast
Candida albicans
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
biomonitors for a future test method was assessed by comparison of
Tab. 6 Biomonitors of risk group 1 and 2 were tested in the same cleaning cycles in the
risk group 1 (RG1) and risk group
dishwasher
2 (RG2) members of relative microInternational Detergency Conference 2017, SOFW7days
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Several existing test methods and norms are currently used
to evaluate the antimicrobial performance of dishwashers,
namely DIN 10534:2012-08, NSF/ANSI 184 and QB/T 15202013. These existing methods and norms were discussed and
lab tests were performed to clarify if one of the existing methods would be suitable as a differentiating test method for
household dishwashing processes.
As one result it could be shown that the results obtained by
these test methods are undifferentiated and that most chosen
programs use (too) high temperatures resulting in complete
germ reduction. In most of the tests a complete germ reduction
and therefore no differentiation between different processes
was achieved. However, the data base is too weak and more
investigations are needed to develop a repeatable and stable
test method to measure the hygiene condition in the dishwasher after the dishwashing process. The use of bioindicators seems
more easy. Between the “Reference EN/IEC” and “Reference AS/
NZS” mostly no remarkable differences could be obtained in this
respect. Existent norms and performed studies based on this test
methods are a good, but not sufficient basis.
W. Maitra, L. Belke, R. Stamminger, B. Nijhuis, C. Presti,
Universität Bonn, Germany, “A comprehensive multi-country
study on use of resources in domestic manual dishwashing”.
Due to the paucity of research in the field of manual dishwashing practices beyond the geographical boundaries of Europe and to understand how water and detergent are treated
during dishwashing practice in the households, a study was
conducted to investigate the dishwashing technique used in
the households of nine different countries – Argentina, Brazil,
China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Russia, and South Africa through online questionnaire survey.
The results show that liquid detergent has gained popularity and is commonly used in most of these countries. Other
agents like dishwashing bar soap, powder and lemon are still
being used in some countries. Generally an excessive use of
water and detergent can be determined. The contribution
factors to this are:
• Detergent application is mostly on dishwashing sponge and
not in sink filled with water. Very prominent in
Russia and Argentina

Mostly, the payment for domestic water supply is combined
with rent or community tax and is not treated as an independent expense; as a result it is included with the other expenses and is ignored often. Both high occurrence of running tap
wash and rinse and individual dish washing contribute to the
unconscionable use of water in the households.
Such study confirms that there is a distinct need to enhance
the cleaning function of the detergents through changes in
consumer behavior
• Shift to sink-wash, adding detergent in sink
• Store dishes and wash together
• Warm water more effective on strong fatty soils and leads
to lesser water and detergent usage.
I. Vockenroth, C. Schneider, J. Zipfel, Henkel AG & Co.
KGaA, Düsseldorf, Germany, “100% performance and 0%
phosphates”.
For the development of a phosphate free dishwasher detergent the assessment of the cleaning and rinsing performance
must be performed in individual tests to ensure that the
awaited performance of each ingredient was achieved for a
100% product performance. In Fig. 5 functions and ingredients for dishwasher tabs are confronted.
In detail the testing of cleaning performance according to
the IKW method, the rinsing performance by rating filming
and droplet formation and the inhibition of scale inhibition,
a challenge for phosphate free dishwasher detergents, have
to be performed.
The challenge during the conducted development work was
that over 40% of the up to now used raws have to be replaced to launch Somat phosphate free dishwashing tabs on
the market in 2016.
In contrast to the dishwashing tabs of 1995 with these dishwashing tabs generally perfect results are achieved to remove
bleachable and enzyme relevant soiling such as tea, crème
brulée, minced meat, yolk, pasta and starch. The same applies to scale inhibition on the wash ware of glass, metal and
plastic. Today effective enzymes and bleach systems for low
temperature programs as well as beyond of sodium citrate

•W
 ashing individual dishes is preferred mostly
• Running tap wash and tap rinse are still universally
practiced in manual dishwashing. Sink dishwashing is not the preferred practice
•
With varying fatty nature of soil residues, consumers tend to add more detergent rather than
increasing temperature of water. Dosing of water
and detergent is on its own discretion and does
not comply to a regulated measure
• Payment for domestic water supply is combined
with rent or community tax mostly.
International Detergency Conference 2017, SOFW7days
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ing detergents. This concept was successfully launched to the market already
in 2014/2015. Stubborn starch residues
have been proven to be easily removed
without long term soaking and huge
scrubbing efforts. With the on top introduction of protease this concept can be
moved to the next level. Due to synergistic effect cleaning performance can be
significantly improved on a lot of comFig. 6 A drastic reduction of the carbon footprint of about 67% is achieved by the
plex daily food residues with less soaking
phosphate free builders
and scrubbing. Fig. 7 shows the synergistic effectiveness of amylase and protease
on the removal of starch and protein-based food stains.
builder systems consisting of complexing agents, dispersant
polymers, silicates and soda ash ensuring an effective scale inA.-J. Kingma, N. Graf, BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany,
hibition are available by which in a balanced ratio phosphate
“Excellent rinse aids for plastic drying”.
free high-performance dishwashing tabs can be formulated.
Plastics are the biggest challenge for drying in ware wash.
To ensure a proper use and dosage for the consumer dishThe drying depends on the spreadability of the water droplets
washing tabs must have a high strength and a low brittleness.
leading to a larger evenly spread water surface with a height
These properties are influenced by the proportion of solid and
of 0.26 nm and the following removal from the plastic surliquid ingredients and in particular by the properties of the
face by water sheeting. Due to these effects the drying time
new to be applied raw materials. For cost reasons also a high
is shorten and during drying no solid residues are formed on
production speed is of importance for the manufacturing of
the plastic surface.
the dishwashing tabs.
As a rule, the lower the contact angle, the better is the wetRegarding the sustainability drives of dishwashing tabs only
ting ability of a surfactant. But the best wetting surfactants
30% of the energy consume relate to ingredients, manufacgenerate the highest foam while good defoaming surfactants
turing, delivery and disposal, however 70% of the used enshow a poor wetting. However, foam causes problems in the
ergy relate to the product use. Only by a consistently high
ware wash operation. The goal must be to combine good
performance it can be ensured that the consumers do not
wetting with sufficient defoaming surfactants to find a comapply higher temperatures and additives which will impair the
promise.
energy balance.
From the portfolio of BASF low foaming surfactants as rinse
Considering the global warming potential (calculated from
aids in mechanical ware wash machines were tested at a temthe life-cycle analysis, LCA) it can be seen clearly that in the
perature of approx. 80 °C (the typical temperature of a rinse
builder system a drastic reduction of the carbon footprint of
cycle in ware wash).
about 67% is achieved by the phosphate free builders (Fig. 6).
Initially the contact angle of the surfactant solutions (60ppm)
The energy consumption of automatic dishwasher detergents
at 80°C was determined on polypropylene as most challengcan be divided in two sections from which the greatest part
ing plastic. These data were combined with the results of the
arises in the use phase and only 30% come from the manmachine foam tests and used to choose the best performing
ufacturing process as well as from logistics and the disposal
of waste.
B. Dücker, B. Plesner, K. Balstrup,
Novozymes A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark
“Hand dish wash detergents with enzymes: Burnt in – no problem”.
Washing dishes is one of the least favorite household chores. Especially removal
of dried on or burnt in food residues is
time-consuming and painful. Most consumer’s standard procedure to remove
these soils is: scrub – wait – repeat.
To make this process faster and simpler
amylases are added to hand dishwash-

Fig. 7 Together Amylase and Protease work very effective on complex food stains
(Washing conditions: 30 min soaking – rinsing only – no scrub)
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surfactants and mixtures. These were then tested in a commercial ware wash machine on their drying performance, correlating these results with the respective contact angles.
In addition to the drying performance the foam behaviour
in the ware wash machine, using wheat flour, egg and milk
powder as soil and a mixture of chelating agent and NaOH as

detergent was measured. This allowed to find the optimum
between plastic drying and defoaming. Fig. 8 shows some
combinations of the excellent defoaming Plurafac® SLF 180
with the excellent wetting Plurafac® LF 802 delivering significant better drying performance than the best benchmarks BM
1 and BM 2, especially on plastics. Furthermore the formulations show similar low foam and
better filming and spotting than
the benchmarks. They do their job
in new machine types with higher
soil load in the wash liquor helping
the consumer to save energy.

Dr. Klaus Henning
Mörikeweg 12
71111 Waldenbuch
Germany
Fig. 8 Excellent drying performance of optimized rinse aid formulations in ware wash machines
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